BOOK REVIEWS
GUTIERREZ, Gustavo, The TruJh Sh@1I M@ke You Free.
Maryknoll: Orbis, 1990, v+204, R4S-9S.
This is au extraordiuary book from the pen of Gutierrez. Unlike
some of his other books which pursue a particular theme, this book
Was written both an apology and rebuttal. It is an apology in which
Gutierrez tries to explain his theological standpoint and show that
it is faithful to the Christian tradition. It is a rebuttal against his
accusers who alleged that his theology was nothing but a political
rhetoric dressed up in religious garb. In my view this is perhaps
the best introduction to Gutierrez's theology which he wrote during
one of the most difficult period in his life.
The book comprises of three rather long. The first chapter was
written and submitted on May 29, 1985 as a "dissertation" toward
a Doctor of Theology degree at the Catholic Institute of Lyons,
where Gutierrez had studied theology. Instead of submitting the
usual dissertation which comprises of one sfngle piece of
scholarship, Gutierrez was allowed to present several of his works
such as A Th·eology of Liberation (1973); Liberation and Change
(with R Shaull, 1977); The Power of the Poor in History (1983);
We Drink from Our Own Wells (1984), and numerous articles. It
was during the time the Vatican was harassing the exponents of
liberation theology in Latin America, and Gutierrez was one of the
victims of this theological witch-hunt and he and Leonardo Hoff
were at one time or another prohibited to write or publish
theological works.

It was during this most difficult time that Gutierrez was offered the
opportunity to present his theology at one of the most prestigious
Catholic university. This chapter was .meant to present the
contents of the aforementioned books in a summary forms before
a panel of Catholic academicians. In the response to the questions
which was put to him by the examining committee, Gutierrez not
only clarified some of the central thrust of his theological
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proposals. Having adequately clarified the relationship between the
traditional European theology and liberation which has often led
to serious tensions and divisions in the church, the committee
accepted Gutierrez's apologia and granted him the degree Doctor
of Theology summa cum laude.
In chapter 2, Gutierrei goes into great detail examining the role of
social science and its methodologies in theology. His concern was
clarify tlie role of Marxist analysis and to show both its possibilities
and limits for theology. Above, Gutierrez has succeeded in
demonstrating that the criticism that has often been levelled
against liberation theology was unfounded and was based on a
misunderstanding, if not outright distortion of liberation theology.

In chapter 3, Gutierrez boldly confronts and responds to the issues
that were raised by the two Vatican instructions, "Instruction on
Certain Aspects of the Theology' of Liberation" and "Christian
Freedom and Liberation". While the former appeared to have spelt
a death-knell to liberation theology the latter is conciliatory and
does acknowledge some positive aspects in it. In responding to the
issues raised, Gutierrez used the opportunity to clarify for both foe
and friend alike some of the central insights of liberation theology
by discussing such important theme such as the problem of truth
claims in theological discourse, the nature of biblical truth and the
doing of truth, the relation between theory and practice, orthodoxy
and orthopraxis, faith and culture, truth and freedom,
evangelization and liberation, the kingdom of God and history, and
role of the poor in the transformation of world.
In my view this well written books is the is best introduction to the
theology of Gutierrez in particular, and to the theology of
liberation in general, and should be read by all those who would
like to seriously engage liberation theologians.
PrOf. Simon S Maimela, University of South Africa.
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ODUYOYE, Mercy Amba, MUSIMBI, Kanyoro R.A. (cds.): The
will to arise . Women. tradition. and the church in Africa.
Maryknoll. Orbis, 1992. 230 pp.
This book is an anthology of fourteen essays originally delivered at
the first meeting of the Biennial Institutes of African Women in
Religion and Culture - a project of the Circle of Concerned
African Women Theologians - in Accra, Ghana, 1989. The
anthology is divided into three parts: (1) Women in African
culture, (2) African women and sexual practices, and (3) African
women and the Christian Church.
..

In the first essay of Part I, Mercy Amba Oduyoye, discusses the
role of women in ,rituals arguing that traditional Africa has always
afforded women a lowly status; a practice which is being
perpetuated by theologians, religions and churches today.
Rosemary Edet believes that African traditional rituals involving

women have both positive -and negative aspects. Anne NasimiyuWasike, confining herself to the African rituals of birth and

naming, argues that these two rites have significant similarities with
the Christian ritual of infant baptism. Daisy Nwachuku of Nigeria
discusses the results of a research project she undertook on the
sensitive issue of the 'Christian Widow' in African culture,
concluding that the. church should intervene on behalf of the
discriminated African widow by providing spiritual and physical
rehabilitation. The only musliln contributor, Rabiatu argues that
although Islamic women suffer spiritual, social and legal

discrimination in Islamic communities; this discrimination has' no
basis in the Koran. ..
In the first article of Part 2, Musimbi Kanyoro, a former Bible
translator, argues that since the 'meaning of the text is dependent
upon the values of the person reading it' more women should be
involved in Bible translation. Nasimiyu-Wasike presents a critique
of polygamy on the basis that in 'both the Jewish and African
cultures its aim is to ,exploits women for the benefit of men.
Branding polygyny a thing of the past and welcoming Christianity's
stress on monogamy, Judith Mbula Bahemuka points out that due

to socia-political factors, 'sequential polygyny' ~ a situation where
a man is married to one woman but keeps· a number of mistresses
is on the increase. Lloyda Fanusie of Sierra Leone presents a most
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passionate argument that most

jf

not all ancient religions have

gradually developed traditions of women oppression. In Africa,
there are many cultural practices .and taboos and (double)

standards designed to surbodinate women. In her essay, Bernadette
Beya of Zaire discusses themes such as conjugal fidelity, virginity,
singlehood and prostitution in the African context. Teresa Hinga
begins the last section of the book by an essay that grapples with
the imp'lications of belief in Christ in the context of women's
search for liberation. Anne Musopole of Malawi discusses the
effect of Christianity on the matriarchal Chewa culture;. Modupe

Owanikin, tackles the 'thorny issue of women priesthood and
ordination. Teresa Okure· concludes with reflections on Luke 8:4056 - the stories of the daughter of Jairus and the women with a
flow of blood.

Having broken with romantic and simplistic conceptions of
(African) culture, a tendency that still exists among some African
theologies; they present a fresh (re)-appropriation of African
culture from a. Christian perspective. However, while the bulk of
the articles display an awareness of the social, and spiritual
dimensions of (African) culture, they do not seem to clarify and
debate the political and economic dimensions of culture with the
same kind of vigour. Lastly while a· healthy critical attitude towards
African culture is held by most contributors, they seem to maintain
an ahistorical almost monolithic concept of 'Christianity'.
The uniqueness of this anthology .Iies in the fact that, African

women African are speaking out for themselves as theologians and
as human beings rooted within the African reality. In that sense it
would be inappropriate even imperialistic to think of this collection

strictly as either an 'addition', or merely a 'contribution' to the
world-wide Christian feminist project. They tackle filndamental,
thoroughly African issues of (women's) survival and not the vogue

'fulfilment

and equality issues' common in Western feminist

circles. This book is a voice of the most powerless among the
powerless of the world - African women. It is a voice which all

committed theologians cannot ignore.
Tinyiko Sam Maluleke. Dept. of Missiology, U niv. Of South Africa,
Pretoria. [Reprinted wit!' due peJ71lission from Missiolla/ia 20:3
(November 1992) pp. 221-222]
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Bredekamp H.C., Flegg A.B.L., Plilddemann H.E.F.: The
Genadendaal Diaries· Diaries of the HerrnhutMissionaries' H.
Marsveld. D. Schwinn and J.C Kuhnel Volume 1 i1792 • 17941.
Bellville: University of the Western Cape Institute for Historical
Research, 1992. 291 pp.
On the 24th of December 1792, three Moravian Missionaries;
Hendrik Marsveld, Daniel Schwinn and Christian Kuhnel arrived
at Baviaanskloof, a KhoiKhoi settlement in South Africa with a
view to reviving mission work which had been reluctantly
abandoned fifty-five years earlier. The Euglish translations of the
diaries (1792,-1994) of these missionaries are the contents of this
book. The diaries are preceded by an introductory chapter
containing background information on the Dutch East India
Company's deliberations leading to [he sending of the three,
denominational rivalries in Germany and in'the Cape, the United
Brethren and the three missionaries.
The introductory chapter is both too brief and almost
hagiographical in favour of the Herrnhuters. Perhaps the more
serious shortcoming of this chapter is that while an attempt is
made to introduce the context and background of the diarists,
there is complete silence on the Khoi-Khoi. From my reading of
this volume, the suggestion that the work of the Herrnhuters in lhe
Cape was meant to, "transform (both) the religious mind and
socio-economic life of the despised folk of the colonial world
(emphasis mine)(pp. 23)", is at least debatable.
The diaries themselves make fascinating reading with well
researched annotations and references. They are important for at
least three reasons:
(1) They give us a picture of the first concerted effort
(notwithstanding the methodological and ideological inadequacies
of the missionaries) to take the gospel to native South Africans,
(2) They shed fresh light not' only on, state-missionary relations,
settler-native relations, and the relevance of"socio-economic issues
'in evangelism even then, but on the impact of European imperial
struggles on mission work among native South Africans.
(3) they are, together with Georg Schmidt's diaries, the earliest
primary documents vital in the construction of 'a history of
Christianity among native South Africans', a history which in my
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opinion, is yet to be constructed.
Reading of the enthusiasm with which the Khoikhoi embraced the
gospel (pp. 75), their personal integrity and honesty (pp.79) it is a
sad fact that these people, owing to the greed of the White
European settlers, have almost been wiped off the face of the
earth. However, their history and testimony cannot ·and should" not
be wiped off our collective memory as (black) historians,
theologians and· modern day missionaries. This volume is an
excellent contribution to the sustainance of that collective memory.
This memory must not merely be sustained but creatively utilised
in the .construction of contemporary mission, black and African
theologies.
Tinyiko Sam Maluleke, Dept. of Missiology, U niv. Of South Africa,
Pretoria. [Reprillted· with due pennissioll from MissiolJolia 20:3

(November 1992) pp. 216]
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